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Ramblings at 9k by Skip Testut
Of Slim Jims, DQs, TexMex, and Pad Thai...

F

or the Chinese this is the year of
the Tiger, but for me 2010 has
been the year of the road trip and,
more importantly, junk food. Thanks to
Mike Ballog, it started in January with
an appearance at the Rolex 24 Hours of
Daytona. April was a short run out to
Columbus, Ohio to visit an old friend,
and July, the biggest trip of all, a trek
to the Grand Canyon. Maybe J. Alfred
Prufrock measured out his life in coffee
spoons, but I have measured mine
in Slim Jims, salt and vinegar potato
chips, and franchise restaurants.
It’s not that I don’t know any better, but
the thought of a balanced diet while on
the road seems downright un-American.
After all, our ancestors headed west,
often in Studebaker-made wagons, and
on a diet of beef jerky and sourdough
bread. They not only survived, they
prospered. Of course, their average
life expectancy was 25 and diet might
have been a contributing factor, not to
mention the Studebaker made wagon,
but that’s not the point. If you read
Colin Penny’s article in this issue or
you read Bob Montgomery’s article
in the last, you know that the road is
not a place for the faint of heart. A stop
at Bob Evans has long since replaced
the Comanche as the most menacing
and feared part of the journey (Sorry,
Noroski, but it’s true). As with Dick
Jeffers, to me the thrill of the road has
always been the food, good or bad,
plain or fancy, factory packaged or
lovingly and individually prepared and
served.
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The beauty of road trips is that every
road trip is gastronomically unique
with its own flavor, its own theme,
and its own menu. For example, the
Daytona trip in January, owing to my
erstwhile traveling companions: Mike,
David, and Jessie, meant stops at the
Sonic, McDonald’s, Starbucks, and
Hooters, while the April trip included
the Cracker Barrel, KFC, and Skyline
Chili, the latter a chain confined to
southern Ohio and northern Kentucky.
A trip to the Grand Canyon, however,
promised over 7,000 miles of nutritional
opportunity, not only for in-car foods
(e.g., Slim Jims, Beef Jerky, Hostess
Twinkies, salt and vinegar flavored
pork rinds...) but best of all, more meals
at Skyline Chili, KFC, A&W, and, as
we would be in West Texas, a stop at
the DQ, the sociopolitical center of the
Texas Universe. As the old saw goes,
in West Texas you may be hundreds
of miles from civilization, but you’re
never farther than 5 miles from a DQ.
There would also be catfish, Tex-Mex,
and The Big Texan, the restaurant
equivalent of Wall Drug, if you know
what I mean and I suspect a few of you
do. The point is that road trips offer
“road cuisine” and for me, whatever the
billboards were offering, we would be
considering. American dietary kitsch
is a great goal to have. Besides, I’d
already seen the Grand Canyon, AKA
the Letchworth of Arizona.
Admittedly, the Grand Canyon trip
added an additional dimension:
gastronomes in the guise of Gay Lynn
and Thak, the latter of whom can
shame a lumberjack when it comes to
caloric intake. In fact, I’m convinced
that archaeological proof that Asians,
in general, and Thais, in particular,
September/October 2010

crossed the Bering Strait during the
Ice Age was the sudden disappearance
of the North American Mastodon and
Mammoth at that time. I’ve traveled
with Thak long enough to know that
with Thak and dining there’s a fine line
between quantity and quality, usually
favoring the former. Besides, nothing
like Pad Mastodon or Mammoth Curry
to feed the weary traveler. Frankly,
I’m surprised that Zebra Mussels still
exist in the Ithaca area... My point, if
I have one, is that I had not one, but
two fellow travelers each of whom
had never met a meal they didn’t like
and if they did, would demonstrate
their disinterest by only limiting
themselves to second helpings. Okay,
so Thak did whine for Chinese food on
a daily basis, especially at the end, but
I kept him honest and focused on our
purpose at least until our last night on
the road, in Ohio, when I relented and
we visited a Thai restaurant. For the
record, I like Thai food, but those who
know me know this is hardly a strong
recommendation. I also like prairie
oysters, scrapple, rattlesnake, and the
#1 at the Watkins Glen Burger King.
Just ask Baxter.
If you’re wondering, I should point
out that the Grant Canyon trip was
not intended to be about food, but a
chance to visit relatives and allow
Gay Lynn and my daughter, Jessie, the
opportunity to hike down into and back
out of the Grand Canyon, together.
Thak’s presence was to provide me
with a friend during the hiking portion
of the trip as well as to help determine
if it’s possible to find bars and diners
in a National Park (It is). It was also
a way to celebrate Thak’s first official
month of retirement. Knowing how
The Redline Report

much Darminio likes to vacation and
get away from it all, we had thought
of including him, but Mike was busy
in Alaska convincing Mary that hiding
salmon in a knapsack while hiking in
the Alaskan woods was a grand, Inuit
tradition. Besides, Mike likes to share
beers and that wouldn’t do, should beer
become hard to find.
Gay Lynn had hoped to have the
opportunity to go into The Arch at
Saint Louis, but as it didn’t involve
foodstuffs we ended up substituting
the Bourbon Trail of Kentucky at the
last moment, a similar experience, but
without Anheuser-Busch. Admittedly,
bourbon is not a junk food, as it contains
the finest of natural ingredients, grains,
water, and yeast, combined in the
same, time-honored manner, today, as
it has been for generations. That makes
it a food in my book. While bourbon
may not be junk food and is a far cry
from the #1 at the Watkins Glen Burger
King, the folks at Jim Beam did offer
us bourbon chocolates, which more
than met the nutritional standards of
our trek and thus deserving of a stop.
The trip ended well and unlike
Colin’s and Bob’s Redline articles, no
automotive troubles of any kind befell
us or even threatened. We survived
days of 109 degrees in Arizona, a
gated community in Alamogordo, New
Mexico (the fools let us in), an INS
roadblock, Ho-Hos, and more sodiumlaced, high trans fat, fiberless calories
than a body should ever experience. In
recompense I’m currently on a strict,
low fat, low sodium, fruit and vegetable
diet until my system is purged or until
someone offers me another road trip.
As for Thak, he called shortly after
September/October 2010
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we returned to ask if I’d join him for
Chinese food. I, however, am holding
out for the #1 at the Watkins Glen
Burger King during Vintage Grand
Prix weekend and wondering if Mary
ever made it home.
www
On a different note, entirely,
congratulations to CNY members
Brenda and Brad Brooks, who were
married in July in Las Vegas! In this
issue Brad gives an account of the
event and more, so be sure to read it.
On behalf of CNY, please join me in
wishing Brenda and Brad the best.

Letters to the Editor
Thanks to the CNY
To the Porsche Club,
Thank you ever so much for your
donation to the Saratoga Auto Museum.
I am sure you enjoyed seeing Alan
Rosenblum’s collection.
Jean Hoffman
Saratoga Auto Museum

Intermediate Shaft Failure
in Boxsters and 996s
I took my Boxster for a routine service
visit to R&D automotive, better known
as Rick Dobush’s The Bavarian Rocket
Scientists. Rick said that there was an
intermediate shaft bearing retrofit kit
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and I should think about having my
‘99 Boaster upgraded. My Boaster has
been running great with no oil leaks
and I was a little reluctant to have a
perfectly good running engine opened
up, as would many of you. I told Rick
I would think about it, as the cost was
around $1500, which also included the
Rear Main seal replacement. After
arriving I went on line to see what I
could find on the subject and found a
web site that was written by an engineer
on the problem and what the retrofit kit
consisted of. After pouring over the
article I was convinced that an ounce
of prevention was well worth the cost
as opposed to a new engine. I do not
know what it will cost for a dealer to
do the work, but I recommend reading
the article on the web site: http://www.
lengineering.com/ims.htl.
I’m also
having a new clutch installed while I
have the car opened up. Hope this web
site helps other Boaster owners and 996
owners with the same concern.
Jim Vanordstrand

New Porsche in the Family
Well, I finally broke down and we
purchased a 2002 Boxster for Jill. She
has only been bugging me for the past
three years. She is really enjoying her
new ride. Mark Schultz did a great job
and found the car for us in Florida and
we picked it up at his shop in Utica
in May. It is a great car. I took the
opportunity to do a photo op with all
the cars in our herd (Ed and Lin, No
pun intended). Also, I didn’t want the
Kohnkes to get one up on me. I have
September/October 2010

attached a couple of pictures of the
Hurd (Oops, I meant herd :-).

the best “Titanic” didn’t stop its sister
ship from sinking, either.

Jack Vasina

d) The Cayenne GTS is to SUV as the
SR-71 is to airplane. They have the
same fundamentals, but the execution
is at the extreme of one attribute. I
refer you to the “Top Gear” race
between a Cayenne GTS and the Red
Devil skydiver - if the course had been
a racetrack instead of the unpaved
Acropolis Rally course, the Cayenne
would surely have won. But 21” off
road tires don’t exist for a reason. And
that’s the point.

To show there’s no favoritism,
I’ll even post your photo on the
cover. Now the Kohnkes and the
Vasinas are even. Personally, I’m
not sure that’s a good thing. Ed.

When is a truck not a truck?!
Dear Carol (& Mr. Ed),
A few points of clarification on your
July/Aug Redline letter to the editor:
a) I have driven a lot of 911s and a few
Cayennes in anger. The only possible
way ANY Cayenne “drives like a 911”
is if the 911 in question is setup for the
Safari Rally and has four guys like me
on board.
b) Porsche did a fabulous job of making
the Cayenne handle as well as it does
despite all the attributes which conspire
against it. The primary mechanism for
that achievement was the tires, which
had to be made of gum rubber to grip
adequately. So they last about two laps
of the Nordschleife. If you want longer
life, get a lighter vehicle.
c) If all the other SUV’s you mentioned
are acknowledged by you to be “trucks,”
why would you believe the Cayenne is
otherwise? Because it has a Porsche
badge? So does a Porsche Tractor.
That doesn’t make it a GT3. And being
The Redline Report

e) At least the (now parent) VW
Tuareg has done reasonably well in the
Paris-Dakar, which is now more like
the Chile-Chillupa, at least until the
Mexican murder morons make it more
like Moritania. Porsche was the first to
DOMINATE Paris-Dakar with the 959,
but has yet to enter a Cayenne. Why?
I still remember when sex was safe and
racing was dangerous, but bullets were
not even on the list of your worries.
How is it they cannot afford food, but
every six year old in Africa, and every
other 15 year old Mexican, has an AK47 and unlimited ammo?
f) And Skip; her point is well taken,
Honda Man. At least it IS a Porsche.
You don’t even have a Porsche riding
mower ;-) [No, but I have an
SUV! Ed.]
Joe Holzer

September/October 2010
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Lady at the Wheel

By Joyce Gladle, President-CNY PCA
Regardless of all the media hype
about back to school sales and all the
pumpkins showing up in the retail
stores, summer is not over. We have
lots of driving time left in Central New
York.
I hope you have been taking advantage
of some of our beautiful summer weather
to exercise your Porsche. Chuck and I
have been fortunate to have occasion
to get each of our P-cars out for some
good driving time this year. The latest
foray into our CNY events provided us
an opportunity to take the 356 to our
autocross in Dryden. Since we tend to
“baby” it a bit these days, we wanted to
be sure we could still direct it around
a course in preparation for attending
the 356 Registry East Coast Holiday
in September. Not only is there an
autocross at this event this year, but a
hill climb. As it turned out, we were
both a bit rusty!! You sure forget about
the intricacies of these little guys after
driving the more modern Porsches in
competition.
Our 911 Carrera made the trip to St.
Charles, Illinois for the annual Porsche
Parade. Although the country (not to
mention Illinois) was in the middle of
a heat wave, the Parade was its usual
festival of Porsches, Porsche friends,
competitions and social events. They
were there from all over the country—
including our friend Mike and Terry
from Alaska. Yep, Mike drives his 911
from Alaska to Parade almost every
year. This year it was a whopping,
3,800+ miles—one way!! Not only
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was the trip a marathon of miles, but
he and his Porsche endured the Al-Can
highway and a herd of wild buffalo
who had taken up residency on the
highway. Apparently one young bull
took exception to his red Porsche and
charged!! Fortunately by then a path
had cleared through the remainder of
the herd and Mike was able to get out
of there without buffalo horn holes in
the side of his car. Although… you
must admit, that would have made for
one heck of a Porsche story!!
Not to be outdone, our CNY Region
has been busy too. Please check out
the articles in this issue about all our
many adventures. We have not only
been enjoying ourselves but helping
other less-fortunate people in our area.
Be sure to read the story about our
hands-on charity day—not necessarily
something on everyone’s “bucket list,”
but certainly something that made the
participants feel really good about
themselves and their efforts.
And so we embark on the remainder
of the 2010 driving season. CNY will
host its Summer Picnic and Porsche
Kids-cross, a Rally, a Tech Session,
the Watkins Glen Vintage Festival
gathering and our Fall Tour. Do plan
to join your Porsche friends for these
events—we really have fun together!!
But most of all get out and drive your
Porsche. It needs to be driven and you
will have lots of fun driving it!!
Remember, it’s not just the car, it’s the
people!!
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CNY-PCA Willkommen Wagen

By Connie Turco, Membership Chair
Total Number of Members: 525 (300 full and 225 affiliates)
The following are new members:
Timothy Alexander, Syracuse, 2001 Boxster, Red
Richard Benson, Ithaca, 2009 Carrera S, Green
Jon & Jennifer Earl, Poland NY, 1972 914
Jerry Jakaub, Auburn, 1998 Boxster, Black
Stephen Littlefield, McDonough, 1996 911 Carrera , Silver
Jeffrey Marier, Baldwinsville, 1976 911, Red
Pitbladdo, Richard, Naples, Florida, 1985 928, White
Widrick, Barry, Rome, 2008 Cayman, Gray
The following are members who have transferred from another club:
James & Cindy Baker, Lawrenceville PA, 1980 911SC, Black; 1989 944S2,
White (Keystone Region)
Walter Haner & Evelyn Ouzts, Cooperstown, 1977 930 (Northern New Jersey)
Carl Scott, Deferiet, 1987 911, Blue (Lone Star)
Listed below are anniversaries for July & August:
Zens
Zens
Augenreich
Ayoub
Willcox

5-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
Albert
7/1/2005 Binghamton
Beatrice
7/1/2005 Binghamton
Veronica
8/1/2005 Liverpool
Theodore
8/1/2005 Utica
Joanne
8/1/2005 Utica

Martin

10-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
Randy
7/1/2000 Vestal

Honrath
Kruger

15-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
Edward
7/1/1995 Afton
Nathan
7/1/1995 Watertown

Jahn
Gates
Gates

20-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
Carl
7/1/1990 Dewitt
Gary
7/1/1990 Marcellus
MaryLee
8/1/1990 Marcellus

Thurm

25-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
Paul
8/1/1985 Apalachin

The Redline Report
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The Whaley Team at the 2010 Zone 1 Porsche Clash at the Glen.
From L to R: Luda, Chris, Sasha, Mark, and John Francis. Photo
courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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PPP Thak by Thak Chaloemtiarana named numerically—the current king
CNY Avatar

L

ast week I saw the film ‘Avatar.’
It is a great flick that is a remake
of previous films such as ‘Dances
with Wolves,’ ‘Geronimo’ and films of
that genre. The moral of the story in
‘Avatar’ suggests strangely enough
that a human being can fall in love with
another species only if he becomes an
avatar of himself in that alien species.
We must suggest that the Supreme
Court pass a new miscegenation law
barring inter-species unions, now that
inter-racial marriages are permitted.
But this vignette of insight is not why
I bring up the film. The term ‘avatar’
which comes from Sanskrit is to allow
the gods, especially Vishnu (one of the
three major gods in Hinduism), to appear
or to reincarnate in many forms in many
worlds and dimensions. This is how
Vishnu can be Rama in the Ramayana,
and Krishna in the Mahabarata-- two
of his more famous avatars. When
this concept migrated into the Thai
language it became ‘awadan’ which
is the root word for ‘phongsawadan’
meaning the avatar of a royal lineage.
In fact, the meta-history of Thailand is
the history of the lives and activities of
its kings who by magical imagination
and construction are avatars of Vishnu.
The current ruling house fashions
itself as the dynasty of Rama by
naming itself after one of Vishnu’s
four weapons, the ‘chakkra’ killer disk
(imagine a metal Frisbee with a band
saw on its outer edge). The current
Thai Chakkri Dynasty is ruled by kings
named after Rama, who is an avatar
of Vishnu. Rulers of this dynasty are
The Redline Report

being Rama IX. The symbol of the
royal court is the mythical bird called
Garuda, which in Hinduism is the
personal steed of Vishnu. For those of
you who have seen the film Avatar you
could now see the connection between
the film, Hinduism, and Thai kings. In
Avatar, Hinduism, and Thai mythology,
the hero/god/king rides a large bird.
And to stretch the connection further,
one can still act as Vishnu by travelling
on Indonesia’s national airline that is
known as Garuda Airways.
About now, most readers would be
getting anxious and are wondering if
this blather is a symptom of withdrawal
from the academy. It is not and I still
have my wits about me. There is a
reason why I have brought up ‘avatar.’
For those of you who have been loyal
fans of the Redline Report, you may
have noticed that I have had several
avatars as a CNY columnist. The first
article I wrote for the Redline Report
appeared in 1989 under the simple
byline ‘Thak.’ Several years later, I
assumed the avatar ‘Mr. Safety Tipps.’
After that it was ‘CNY Vice,’ followed
by ‘Prez Says.’ My current avatar is
of course ‘PPP Thak.’ This last avatar
is fine except that I am running out
of ideas to write about that will keep
my readers entertained. The movie
‘Avatar’ was an epiphany. Because
the gods can move back and forth
between one avatar to the next, I see
no reason why I could not do the same.
Therefore, for this installment I have
reverted back to my ‘Mr. Safety Tipps’
avatar and will resurrect some tips I had
given to the membership many years
ago. As the CNYPCA Safety Chair, I
September/October 2010
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allowed to pass. Of course the
more powerful car will pull away
once it exits the corner. There are
two ways to handle this frustrating
affair. The first is to confront the
slow driver after the run is over
which might result in either a
shouting match or fisticuffs. The
second is to think about ‘Zen is
your co-pilot’ and pull into the
pits during the session and emerge
again after you have regained your
composure. A DE is not ‘racing.’
We are there to learn to drive not at
11/10th but perhaps 9/10th at best.
Driving with exuberance is fine;
driving aggressively is not. Best, of
course, is to drive with Zen as your
co-pilot, that way you will be calm,
composed, focused, courteous,
mindful of your surroundings, and
in tune with yourself, your car, and
with nature. Big egos and anger
have no place on the racetrack.

wrote a monthly column just to justify
my appointment to that lofty position
in our club hierarchy.
June, July, and August are months that
I, like many of us, spend at Watkins
Glen or at other tracks in the Northeast.
We are either participating in Drivers
Education, Club racing, attending or
working at the races. Below are some
of Mr. Safety Tipps tips:
1.

If you are driving on the track, it
is always good to bring along ‘Zen
as your co-pilot.’ If I ever get a
new helmet I will ask John Hajny
to paint that motto on it. Years
ago when I was a Glen SCCA
scrutineer, a young driver whose
car I was inspecting told me that he
was determined not to let anyone
overtake him that race weekend.
He was true to his word and used
blocking tactics that eventually
sent a fellow competitor to the
hospital—by helicopter.
This
young driver was in a Formula
Atlantic and he did not want a
faster Formula Ford to pass him.
His ego dictated that he should not
allow the lower powered Formula
Ford to get by him. In the end, his
blocking tactics led to the touching
of tires that sent the Formula Ford
flying over the Formula Atlantic
right into the unforgiving Armco.
There are also drivers like this in
DE events. These drivers have
powerful cars that can go fast in the
straights but are slow as molasses
in the corners. What is known as
a yo-yo driver has frustrated many
better drivers in low horsepower
cars who would catch the yo-yo
driver in the corners, but are not
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2.

There is a new development in DE
that permits passing anywhere on
the track. In the past, overtaking
in the corners was not allowed and,
for the lower run groups, passing
was even more restricted. At the
Glen, for example, some events
only allowed passing at the front
straight, the back straight, and the
sole of the boot for the green and
yellow run groups. For white and
black, the short chute between turn
5 and 6, the laces, between 8 and 9,
and between 9 and 10 were added.
For the red group, passing is also
allowed between the bus stop exit
and the carousel. The only place
that passing was verboten was
between 10 and 11. This last rule
was rather controversial because
September/October 2010

some drivers in the upper run
groups would like to pass between
10 and 11, now that they are
allowed to pass in the corners. But
at the last Zone One 48 hours DE,
Dave Maynard, who is the Zone
One chief instructor, ruled that
no one would be allowed to pass
in the Esses and between 10 and
11. In many sense, turn 10 is the
most dangerous one on the track.
This seemingly easy corner tempts
drivers to go flat out to set up for
turn 11 and to carry as much speed
down the front straight. Turn 10
has become a high-speed corner
since it was repaved and widened
many years ago. The speed limiting
cow plops were also replaced with
more forgiving alligator teeth. In
addition, this year the gravel runoff
area was paved over making the
corner even more alluring. Many
drivers, including some novices,
now think that they can emulate
the NASCAR or IRL hot shoes by
going flat out at that corner. But
the recent wrecks I have witnessed
lately should remind us to respect
turn 10. With less sticky tires,
plunging into the corner at full
speed will carry one’s car further
to the flat portion of track out (it
used to slope away slightly) that
may result in the unloading of the
rear tires causing the car to spin
rear end first into the left Armco
with a possible secondary spin that
will stuff the nose into the new
NASCAR double barrier at turn
11. Therefore, I besiege you to be
sure to think about the state of Zen
at turn 10 and not allow the ‘red
mist’ to cloud your judgment and
vision.
The Redline Report

3.

When I was an SCCA scrutineer,
one job I took seriously was
performing routine safety checks
on racecars. I wanted to make sure
that before a racecar is allowed on
the track it is mechanically sound.
I looked for telltale signs of leaky
fluids, that all nuts and bolts were
tight, and that critical ones were
safety wired. When you are driving
hard on the track, the vibrations
and stresses on the machinery are
so severe that nuts and screws
break loose and stress cracks
appear on suspension members,
headers, and even the chassis
itself. So it is prudent, even for
DE events, for one to check things
over before going out on the track.
My own experience will help
illustrate some of the things that
can go wrong: wing nuts securing
the rain hats on my carburetors
went AWOL regularly until I
safety wired them (luckily they
were not sucked into the carbs);
three out of four nuts that held a
super trap muffler backed off their
bolts and were left somewhere on
the track (no wonder it was loud
back there); three of the four bolts
that held the transmission to the
chassis were only finger tight and
the entire transmission and engine
were on the verge of falling off (Ed
Hurd and I discovered this while
we were under my car inspecting a
broken rocker arm); lug nuts that
were not torque down (so that was
why the car felt ‘wobbly’); check
hood latches and make sure that
they are secure (many of us have
experienced this embarrassment
of the hood flying off or striking
the windshield at speed). I am
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sure others have their own horror
stories to tell us. For example, you
can ask Mike Darminio about the
crack in his (not his butt) header
pipe; or ask Brian Daley about
how he lost his air-conditioner
bracket that punched a large hole
in his front fender.
4.

Don’t be intimidated by the rain.
We do not generally stay home
when it rains—we still drive to
work, and so should one go out in
the rain during a DE. Remember
to turn on the defroster fan, and
dial down your driving one notch
to 8/10th. Be sure to bring Zen
along. There is indeed a ‘rain
line’ for DE that requires one to
stay a foot or two away from the
usual apex and dry line going into
a corner. This ‘rain line’ is more
for safety and not for maximizing
speed in the rain. The usual race
line may have grease and oil on it
so staying a foot or two off it will
give the driver more lee way to
correct a slide or slip. Stay about
two feet away from the edge of
the track because there is paint
there. Water on paint is not good
gripping surface for rubber tires.
Remember to shift and brake in a
straight line and by all means turn
on your lights. If you happen to
drive underpowered cars such as a
912, 914, 356 or 944, then driving
in the rain is your chance to run
with the big dogs and even to pass
some of them. Many years ago
when Gary Kazowka was active
in DE driving a black 356, he was
one of the few people I know who
prayed for rain during a DE.
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Readers, who have gotten used to my
more recent ruminations, will notice
the change in tone and style when I
assume my past avatar as Mr. Safety
Tipps. Because there were no specific
guidelines or job description for Safety
Chair, I decided to give advice to our
members about safety issues. Although
I was no Ralph Nader, some readers
may have felt that I was intruding into
their right to make mistakes or asses of
themselves.
Truth be told, I am not sure how much
longer I could assume this avatar. I
will have to look into my archive of
past articles to see if there are any good
safety tips left. If there is nothing pithy
to write about, I might skip to my ‘CNY
Vice’ avatar to find something more
frivolous and fun to share with you.
In the meantime, for the next couple
of weeks, my avatar will be ‘good
neighbor,’ who accompanies the Testuts
on their trip to the Grand Canyon. Gay
Lynn is determined to check off two
more items on her ‘bucket list’—to
hike down to the river bed in the Grand
Canyon and up, and going to the top of
the St. Louis gateway monument—on
this trip. You should know that last
year she ticked off two already—
participating in one of our DE events
(albeit in ‘her’ Honda S2000), and
going on a hot balloon ride. Our intrepid
editor, on the other hand, is allergic to
any form of physical exertion, and he
dislikes heights and especially small
elevators full of sweaty tourists. His
plan is to hang out in greasy diners and
local bars while Gay Lynn is off on her
quest. I was asked to tag along to keep
Skip company in the greasy diners and
to make sure that no one picks on him
in the local bars.
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I prefer this trip to the Alaskan trip that Mike and Mary Darminio are taking. I
see no reason why I should visit Sarah Palin’s house just so that I can hope to see
Russia from her back yard. Although I would love to visit Alaska, never having
been there, I decided that hanging out with Skip is better than going with Mike.
It is no fun to go with someone who is already whining about being cooped up
in an airplane for more than half an hour. Being in an airplane with Mike for six
to seven hours would not be pretty. Unlike most of us who order triple bourbon
every half hour, Mike can only drink half a can of beer once every three days. I
think that he told me once that alcohol gives him diarrhea or was it constipation.
Although Mike is complaining hourly to Mary about not wanting to go, I am sure
that once he meets Sarah Palin or any other pretty Alaskan lass, for that matter,
he will return refreshed and rejuvenated, that is, if Mary gives him permission
to look at other women. I will wait for Mike’s return and look forward to being
invited to a tea party at his house. Of course, I will insist that he serve me bourbon
and not tea. 							
RL

Team Taughannock Visits the South Rim of the Grand Canyon.
From L --> R: Thak, Gay Lynn, Jessie, and Skip. Missing: Mike
Darminio. Photo courtesy of Thak Chaloemtiarana’s iPhone and an
unnamed tourist.
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The Alternative Line
By Joe Holzer

If JFK owned a Porsche – Apologies
to his Inaugural

W

e observe today not a victory
of partying but a celebration
of freedom - symbolizing an
end as well as a beginning - signifying
renewal as well as change. For I have
sworn before you and Dr. Porsche
the same solemn oath our forebears
prescribed since the first class win at
Le Mans nearly a half century ago.
The world is very different now. For
man holds in his mortal hands the
power to abolish all forms SUV and
all forms of human transport. And
yet the same revolutionary beliefs for
which our forebears fought are still at
issue around the globe - the belief that
the rights of drivers come not from
the generosity of the state but from
the hand of Engineers and the laws of
physics.
We dare not forget today that we are
the heirs of that first revolution. Let the
word go forth from this time and place,
to friend and foe alike, that the torch
has been passed to a new generation
of Porschephiles - children born of the
Baby Boomers, tempered by Carter,
Clinton & Claybrook, disciplined by a
hard and bitter double-nickel, proud of
our ancient heritage - and unwilling to
witness or permit the slow undoing of
those velocities to which this nation has
always been committed and to which
we are committed today at home and
around the world.
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Let every marque know, whether it
wishes us well or ill, that we shall pay
any price, bear any burden, meet any
hardship, support any friend, oppose
any shmoe, to assure the survival and
the success of velocity. This much we
pledge - and more. To those old 356s,
whose cultural and spiritual origins we
share, we pledge the loyalty of faithful
friends. United, there is little we cannot
do in a host of cooperative ventures,
despite more cylinders and weird wet
coolant. Divided, there is little we can
do - for we dare not meet a powerful
challenge at odds and split asunder,
save to toss our cookies at the thought
of a Porsche SUV.
To those new drivers whom we welcome
to the ranks of the free, we pledge our
word that one form of lateral control
shall not have passed away merely
to be replaced by a far more Dilavar
tyranny. We shall not always expect to
find them supporting our line. But we
shall always hope to find them strongly
supporting their own freedom - and to
remember that in the past, those who
foolishly sought power by riding the
faster cars often ended up being passed
by those with “the knowledge.”
To those peoples in the handed-down
Porsches struggling to break the bonds
of limited torque, we pledge our best
efforts to help them help themselves,
for whatever period is required - not
because the Bimmers may be doing it,
not because we seek their accolades,
but because it is right. If a free society
cannot help the many who are slow, it
cannot save the few who are fast.
To our sister regions surrounding our
border, we offer a special pledge - to
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convert our good kids into good drivers
- in a new alliance for progress - to
assist young men and women in casting
off the chains of mediocrity. But this
peaceful revolution of hope cannot
become the prey of overtaking. Let
all our neighbors know that we shall
join with them to oppose aggressive
behavior anywhere on the track. And
let every other driver know that this
pilot’s offspring intends to remain the
master of her own lateral gs.
To that world assembly of car crazies,
the Porsche Club of America, our
last best hope in an age where the
instruments of driving have far
outpaced the instruments of drivers, we
renew our pledge of support - to prevent
it from becoming merely a place to do
cell calls - to strengthen its use as an
instrument for personal transport - and
to enlarge the area in which its writ
may run.
Finally, to those drivers who would
make themselves our adversary, we
offer not a pledge but a request: that
both sides begin anew the quest for a
passing signal, before the dark powers
of destruction unleashed by science
engulf all humanity in planned or
accidental self-destruction, or we blow
your doors off.
We dare not tempt them with bluster.
For only when our ponies are sufficient
beyond doubt can we be certain beyond
doubt that they will never be tested.
But neither can two great and powerful
groups of drivers take comfort from
our present course - both sides
overburdened by the cost of modern
vehicles, both rightly alarmed by the
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steady spread of the deadly left-lane
bandit, yet both racing to alter that
uncertain balance of terror that stays
the hand of mankind’s final lap.
So let us begin anew - remembering
on both sides that civility is not a sign
of weakness, and sincerity is always
subject to proof. Let us never negotiate
out of fear. But let us never fear to
negotiate.
Let both sides explore what problems
unite us instead of belaboring these
problems that divide us. Let both sides,
for the first time, formulate serious and
precise proposals for the inspection
and control of arms, and control arms and bring the absolute power to destroy
other nations under the absolute control
of all nations. Let both sides seek to
invoke the wonders of science instead
of its terrors. Together let us explore
the stars, conquer the deserts, eradicate
disease, tap the ocean depths, and
encourage the arts and commerce.
Let both sides unite to heed in all corners
of the earth the command of Isaiah - to
“undo the heavy burdens [and] let the
oppressed go free,” i.e. to keep right
except to pass, and to remember “pass”
is an active verb.
And if a beachhead of cooperation
may push back the jungle of suspicion,
let both sides join in creating a new
endeavor, not a new balance of power,
but a new world of law, where the
strong are just and the weak secure
and the peace preserved, and passing
signals are presented and adhered to in
a timely fashion.
All this will not be finished in the
first one hundred days. Nor will it be
September/October 2010
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finished in the first one thousand days,
nor in the life of this administration,
nor even perhaps in our lifetime on this
planet. But let us begin.
In your hands, my fellow citizens, more
than mine, will rest the final success or
failure of our course. Since this country
was founded, each generation of
Americans has been summoned to give
testimony to its automotive loyalty.
The graves of young Americans who
answered the call to service surround
the globe.
Now the trumpet summons us again not as a call to bear arms, though arms
we need - not as a call to battle, though
embattled we are - but as a call to bear
the burden of a long twilight struggle,
year in year out, “rejoicing in hope,
patient in tribulation” - a struggle against
the common enemies of man: tyranny,
poverty, disease, and war itself, along
with undue speed enforcement instead
of lane and attentiveness discipline.
Can we forge against these enemies a
grand and global alliance, North and
South, East and West, city street and
autobahn, which can assure a more
fruitful life for all mankind? Will you
join in that historic effort?

that fire can truly light the world, even
more than our litronics and halogens.
And so, my fellow Americans: ask not
what your cars can do for you - ask
what you can do for your cars.
My fellow citizens of the world: ask not
what America will do for you, but what
together we can do for the universal
symbol of the freedom of man; the
freedom to be wherever you are not at
that moment.
Finally, whether you are citizens of
America or citizens of the world ask
of us here the same high standards of
strength and sacrifice which we ask of
you. With a good conscience our only
sure reward, with history the final judge
of our deeds, let us go forth to lead the
land we love, asking Dr. Porsche’s
blessing and His help, but knowing that
here on earth God’s work must truly be
our own, remembering that the phones
in heaven from Weissach are a local
call.

In the long history of the world, only a
few generations have been granted the
role of defending freedom in its hour
of maximum danger. I do not shrink
from this responsibility - I welcome it.
I do not believe that any of us would
exchange places with any other people
or any other generation. The energy,
the faith, the devotion which we bring
to this endeavor will light our country
and all who serve it - and the glow from
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Fearful that no one will know what model Porsche he drives, Ben
Watson applied a “graphics package” at the August 1 AutoX in
Dryden. Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.

Mike Kerker in his Cayman S at the August 1 AutoX in Dryden.
Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.
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The Green Grand Prix, Part Deux! By Chuck Gladle
For the second year in a row Skip (Redline editor) Testut and yours truly attempted
to show our prowess as a navigator - Skip and driver – me – in The Green Grand
Prix, an unusual event. The first year we didn’t do so well, finishing in the last
third of the field. However, this year we finished fourth overall and second in our
class. If it were not a mistake by the stupid driver (passing two cars and coming
back into the driving lane across a double yellow line) I would have seen the
turn. And yes, my ’71 Super Beetle can go 80 MPH. Frankly, I think Skip was
unsure as to the continuance of life and, therefore, didn’t see the left turn either.
[I wanted to live!!! Ed.]
The Green Grand Prix is a spectacle of all manner of “vehicles.” There was even
a bio-diesel 356 coupe in the Economy Run around Seneca Lake. It had a four
cylinder, in–line VW motor installed. It sounded weird but was neat to see. Bob
Gillespie, who organizes and manages this event, has our admiration and respect
for the fine job he has done with this very special Rally and Economy Run.
So... next year “Skipper” and yours truly will return yet again to carry the banner
of GASOLINE usage amongst the electric, hydrogen fueled, diesel and mixeddrive autos. We encourage more PCAers to enter in 2011. Check it out at: http://
www.greengrandprix.com/

My other car’s a Porsche, but Joyce won’t let me drive it. Joyce
Gladle demonstrates the advantages of 356 simplicity at the August
1 AutoX in Dryden. Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.
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The Places We’ve Broken Down
by Colin Penny

The lazy, hazy, crazy days of summer
are finally here and like other PCA
members my wife and I really enjoy
parking the family car and getting the old
sports car out of storage. For me there’s
little to compare with the pleasure of
driving top down along the empty side
roads that this part of the country has
to offer. Should your cars be anything
like mine, however, a major part of the
pleasure is simply getting home without
any breakdowns. That sense of relief
after a long drive, especially in the dead
of night, is priceless. Unfortunately for
us it doesn’t always work out that way.
Only too often we have found ourselves
standing at the roadside, staring at the
engine compartment of our car and
wondering what went wrong this time.
To paraphrase Dr Seuss, “Oh, the
places I’ve broken down.”
The fuel system has been my Achilles’
heel. Without exception all of the
roadside breakdowns I’ve had with
this car have been fuel related. As a
consequence of this history the car is
now much more reliable. After all,
nearly everything in the fuel system
except the tank has been replaced with
a new part.
The first problem that occurred was not
out on the road, but in my driveway.
Having just started the engine, I
glanced at the gauges and noticed the
oil pressure was at an alarmingly low
level. You may wonder what connection
there might be between engine oil
pressure and fuel. Let me explain.
When I lifted the hood the strong smell
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of gas met me head-on. The previous
owner had replaced the mechanical
pump with an electrical one and the
fuel pressure was an order of magnitude
higher than specified. Consequently it
was essentially pumping fuel through
the carburetors, into the manifold and
crankcase, diluting the oil to the extent
that the pressure dropped to almost zero.
I replaced the original needle valves
in the carburetors with the improved
Grose-Jet valve, changed the pump
from electrical back to mechanical, and
then drained and replaced the oil twice
to flush out the fuel as best I could. I
believe the inside of the engine is now
very clean.
The second time fuel caught us out was
on Route 17 just West of Binghamton.
We had been on a journey with a friend,
we in our old car and they in theirs.
They had just taken the exit ramp on
the way home when seconds later our
car stopped and we were on the hard
shoulder staring at the car. As the engine
had faded and spluttered I suspected
fuel starvation. Even though the gauge
was indicating ¼ full a quick look into
the tank confirmed a total lack of gas.
We managed to get a gallon of gas,
restarted the engine, and drove home.
I confirmed that the sender unit was
defective, fitted a new one, checked
the empty and full readings, and the car
was good to go.
A few weeks later we were on our way
home when the car quit on the Vestal
Parkway. The tank read ¼ full, but we
were out of gas yet again. Fortunately
there was a gas station about ¼ mile
away so I bought a new container and
some gas and we were up and running. I
checked the new sender and confirmed
September/October 2010
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that it had exactly the same failure
mode as the previous one. I didn’t
replace the sender a second time. I now
use a two-foot-long wooden dowel as a
dipstick and calculate the miles to go,
just as in my old motorbike days.
The car doesn’t seem to like the hot
weather. We had been to Wells College
to visit our daughter and were driving
home through Ithaca just in time to hit
Route 13 at rush hour. As we crawled
from one red light to another we
watched the temperature gauge slowly
inch its way into the red zone and then
the engine quit. As you can imagine
we were holding up a very long line of
traffic. With the help of my embarrassed,
yet understanding wife (I’m not sure
how long this understanding will last),
we managed to push the car into the
parking lot of the Greenstar Natural
Foods Market. On this car the fuel
pump sits on the engine and the feed
line snakes its way around the hot parts
of the engine, hence vaporization of the
gas occurs when the engine overheats.
This was a second occurrence of this
failure mode so I knew that if we let the
engine cool down we could probably
be on our way in an hour or so and not
even get my hands dirty. So we had a
dinner of health food and drove home.
Once again and late at night, the
engine spluttered to a halt, this time
in Endicott. We managed to get off the
road by coasting into the forecourt of a
garage. This time the diagnosis pointed
to the fuel pump. Not a minute later,
and amazingly, an identical model of
car drew alongside and as luck would
have it they had a spare fuel pump with
them. Unfortunately the replacement
pump was leaking badly so I had to
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have the car towed home. Fortunately
I had recently added a breakdown
service to the insurance policy thinking
it would be good for the kids, who
were still under our insurance. I didn’t
imagine at the time that I would be the
first user of the service. The following
day I replaced the pump and all was
well. Given my experiences I took the
precaution of buying an extra pump,
which I’m happy to say, to this day
remains in the trunk of the car patiently
awaiting its turn.
So that’s the saga of my car and its
fuel system. It’s been over a year
now and nothing has failed. To fix the
overheating problem I changed the
thermostat and flushed the block and
radiator. Now the engine is very clean
around the waterways, as well as the
cylinders and crankcase!
From the descriptions of issues with my
car you may have guessed by now that
I’m not talking about my Porsche. The
car in question is my 1976 Triumph
TR6. And while the car has a litany
of fuel problems, I feel compelled to
tell you that despite the reputation of
Lucas parts it’s never had an electrical
problem.
What’s even better is that my 1987
Porsche 944 has never had me standing
at the roadside. Maybe I’ve been plain
lucky, or it could be the high quality
of design of the car. Either way I’m
happy.				
RL
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Danielle’s “Silver Fox” Award for Second Place in the Rally at the
2010 St. Charles Porsche Parade. Assisting Danielle are L-->R:
“Evil Mike” Dailey (Love that beard, Mike), Danielle Salley, and
Susan von Bose. Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle.
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Simplicity! Yah.
Frankinporsche! Nein.

By Herr Professor Helmut von Hair
Center stage at the Hospitality Suite,
one heck of a big room, at the 55th
Porsche Parade in St. Charles, IL was
the skeleton of the new Porsche 911
HYBRID. Let me start by saying it was
a great attraction. There were several
repeat performances of the Technical
explanation and description of this
future concept to reality car presented
over a two day period. It will initially
sell for some $200,000.00 (the street
version), while the racing version that
ran at the 24 hours of the Nürburgring,
Germany’s famed road course, will cost
just a bit more. Just a bit of a joke.
In part the concept of this power source
came from F1 a couple of years back
by taking advantage of storing brake
energy and, in this case, the addition
of a turban-type electrical generator
for the special battery pack to allow for
some amazing low speed use without
using any gas at all. You can also juice
it up to get fantastic boost power and
go crazy with speed anytime you want
by combining both drive systems.
By my own view of this car there is a
plethora of brains, cables, connections
and wires leading here, there and
everywhere. Certainly there is added
weight but don’t forget about the
ECONOMY! HELLOOOOOOO, at
$200,000.00 it could pay off big when
the price of gas gets to about, let’s
say, $10.00 or $20.00 a gallon. When
the car is 10 years old you or the next
buyer of your Porsche electro-mobile
must, for a required charge by law, visit
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your Porsche dealer and dispose of the
battery pack AND buy a new one! How
do you like those apples? Technology
marches on.
Is the vehicle complicated? Is a
bullfrog’s _ _ _ hole waterproof? YES
to both questions. Now you can have
nightmares of having an accident that
will cause a coronary and instant death
when you get the repair estimate. I’m
sure you can have somewhat reasonable
insurance payments that are affordable
if you choose to insure this car with the
$25,000.00 deductible policy!!!!!!!!!
Brian Daley must be rubbing his hands
with GLEE!
Just think. You can do absolutely
nothing on this car yourself. Just try
and I promise you that the German
engineering general staff know
where your people live in ZEE ALT
COUNTRY. Zo ist nick fer gerfinger
poken unt mittin grabbin by das
dumkoff owner. You have only to take
it to your friendly Porsche dealer who
also can’t do anything either at the
moment. A Porsche technician with a
Doctorate in Physics, Electrology (my
new word for the day) and Advanced
Automotive Studies with an additional
two more years of special intense
service training on this new model
along with a computer named HAL will
take care of your every need. I will not
venture a guess as to the $ shop $ rate $
of this new futuristic Porsche but don’t
be too surprised if it is somewhere in
the moderately high four figure area.
Surely I jest, but let’s remember that
brevity along with simplicity is truly
the “soul of automotive wit.” Today
in my garage there sits a 1964 356 SC
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Coupe that we bought new in September of that year. I can change the oil, adjust
the carbs, trace down electrical problems, adjust the valves, set the timing and my
shop rate is – 0 –, my friend. Being a spry 70-year old humanoid living on earth,
well most of that time anyway, I am aware of the great changes, inventions and
advancements since my birth in 1939. This futuristic Porsche is only “One step
for mankind and one giant leap for automotive technology.” If this is our future I
am confident that Porsche will in the end do it all just fine and we will indeed be
driving one heck of a dual system/mixed drive hybrid VUNDER KAR!
Before computers all my knowledge was stored on roll-a-dex cards in my mind, but
today it is all by computer in my “brain mind file.” Unfortunately, then as now all
the cards were blank and I cannot access my mind files. Therefore, I will vote for
simplicity and let others worry about FRANKINPORSCHE! Just wait two years
and then, and then we can say “It’s alive, IT’S ALIVE, IT’S ALIIIIIIIIVE!”

Demonstating the advantages of simplicity: Herr and Frau
Professor von Hair’s 911 at the 2010 St. Charles’ Concours;
Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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Crazy July in Funadilla

By Brad Brooks

day that required 3 days of hard work
between settings up, cooking, and
cleaning up.

We realized that July was going to be
busy, but had no clue what we were
in for. July started with Brenda and I
flying out to Las Vegas to get married. I
know some of you have known me for
20 years in and out of this club would
say I was nuts to go through this again,
but I’m contending that “The third
time is a charm.” I truly believe this is
a totally different dynamic for my life,
and those of you who have met Brenda
agree.

The following weekend we had planned
a trip to Watkins Glen to the Wine
Festival. We loaded up the camper/
trailer and headed up Saturday morning
and were very surprised at how huge
this event has grown since I was there
last in 2006. I would guess that the
infield was easily at 90% capacity for
camping, a feat I have only seen beaten
by NASCAR races since the decline of
IMSA in the 1980s.

Brenda and I married atop The
Stratosphere “Chapel in the Clouds”
on July 4th. My friend and fellow
motor head (albeit Mopar-powered)
Brett was quasi-living in Vegas as he
changes his life from a bicycle comic
and stunt performer and circus act to
small business owner. Brett knew all
these off-strip places and had us hiking
up mountains in the dry 110-degree
summer heat.
Directly after the wedding, we rented
a car and headed to the Grand Canyon
for 2 days, including a hike a mile and a
half into the south rim. It took us about
40 minutes to reach that distance down,
and nearly 2 hours to get back up. It
was well worth the trip to see “The Big
Ditch” and we can now mark that off
our ‘bucket list.’
We were back in NY that week and
spent the next weekend working for our
Rotary Club as we set up and operated
food sales for the annual Unadilla
Carnival of Sales where the entire
village “goes up for sale” as seemingly
everyone has garage and lawn sales.
We raised about $1200 in profits in 1
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One of the purposes was to have Brenda
get a lap of the track, since she worked
as a flagger last September for the FLR
SCCA’s Fun One race last year. First
thing I noticed while setting up camp
up by the inner-loop/bus stop was how
fast and hard the laps in the Toyota
pace cars were pushing. Brenda would
be getting a good lap, unlike the lap I’d
been on in ’06, which was more of a
parade.
After a couple hours touring the wine
tastings, we got Brenda a ticket for her
lap and I sought shelter from the hot
sun. When I went back to check on her, I
was happily surprised to meet our Club
President Joyce Gladle looking like
she’d just had a lap. Once I revealed
myself (I travel incognito most of the
time), Joyce and I had a good laugh and
she said she was driving the laps as was
Chuck and Art and Donna Peck.
Unfortunately Brenda did not get Joyce
as a driver, but her new friend that
she’d just met in line and happened to
be from our town did get Joyce as a
driver and was very impressed. We’re
not sure who drove for Brenda, but she
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got a pretty good lap, too. It was great to see Joyce and Chuck doing what they
love doing and out of a Club event.
Ironically the very next morning I received a call from my friend, Kevin, asking
to borrow my GoPro camera for his car for the following weekend at WGI. That
meant that he was planning on racing his new car, a Formula Enterprise (FE), a
Mazda powered open wheel car with wings and all the go-fast goodies in a spec/
sealed package.
Kevin Treffeisen’s other racecar is a Spec Racer Ford (SRF) that is a Ford
powered closed wheel, open-top purpose-built racecar he’d let me rent it in the
spring of 2009 to get my club racing license back at a school and race in New
Hampshire. I still needed my second race to be written off to gain my full club
racing license. My intent was to do a race this year in my ITS-prepared 944, but
life was interrupting as usual.
So with Kevin racing his FE, I asked if I could rent his SRF and race at WGI with
him the following weekend. He was happy to accommodate, but that left us with

Brad gets ready to run Watkins Glen; Photo courtesy of the author
less than a week to prepare! The week flew by as we quickly changed our plans to
now incorporate a full racing weekend back up to Watkins Glen.
Mark and I had everything packed and left Thursday evening to camp up at
registration. The plan was to do the SCCA practice on Friday, as I had not raced
on this track since 1996, and had been a year since I’d been in this SRF at speed.
However, Mother Nature had her own plans and we woke Friday morning to
pouring rain that didn’t let up until late morning and then continued a little that
afternoon. Not having a good set of rain tires, and not wanting to afford repairs
to my rental, I decided not to practice, but we did get the paddock area set up and
Brenda and the kids came up that evening.
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Saturday morning saw great weather
and as I was in Group 1, my first track
time was bright and early at 8 AM
sharp. We would be running the long
course all weekend. I started off my
laps nice and slow and worked up the
speed in the whole 6 laps of practice
and qualifying. I somehow ranked 14
of 16 to my amazement, wondering
who could be slower that that. My
intent was to hang at the back of the
pack, stay on track and out of trouble,
and get the race written off my novice
permit.
That afternoon I started the qualifying
race and dropped back to dead last in
the first corner, discretion being the
larger part of valor, and wanting only to
bring Kevin’s car back to him without a
scratch. The track and the racecar were
coming back to me quickly now and I
started picking off cars one at a time as
the first couple laps ticked away. By
lap 4 of the 7-lap session I was up to
12th place.
Approaching The 90 at turn one, I saw
another SRF coming on fast so just
hung to the outside looking to perform
the over/under on him. However,
he kind of disappeared in my blind
spot. Then just beyond the apex, he
came slamming into the side of me
sending me flying out over the outside
curbing into the runoff. I rejoined the
track trailing him going into the esses
and chased him up the back straight,
passing him again going into the bus
stop. There I managed to pull away
slightly and keep some distance.
I had no idea how much damage there
was to my racecar, but it felt like a
substantial hit, although the car was
still driving perfectly. These SRF cars
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are incredibly strong, but it was a rental
and I had no idea how much money this
was now going to cost to repair. The 5th
lap in, I came up to another car that
had spun exiting the toe of the boot. He
chopped across the track in front of me
heading into the heel and I had to lock
up to avoid another collision.
This guy weaved back and forth
erratically going all the way to turn 9,
nearly hitting me twice and causing me
to fall back to my other ‘new friend’
that had caught back up to me. That left
me in the precarious position of trying
to hold him off and trying to get around
this new ‘rolling roadblock.’ I was
clearly much faster than both of these
cars, yet the 11th place car continued
to drive so erratically, showing he had
no problem running into me, as if he
knew I’d already taken some damage
and couldn’t afford more.
The final two laps consisted of me
trying to get past him safely, while
he blocked me without regard, and I
worked at defending my position from
the car that had already slammed me off
the track. Finishing in 12th, I shook my
hand at the 11th place guy as I passed
him just past the checkered flag. I was
pretty hot and headed directly to my
paddock to cool off.
As I was cooling off Kevin was
assessing the damage to the car
and assuring me that I did ALL the
right moves as this on-track incident
happened not only right in front of him
with his video camera rolling, but his
family and all of mine! Kevin wasn’t
fazed much about the small amount of
damage to his car. There were a couple
black donuts, some small insignificant
fiberglass cracks, and the aluminum
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rub-strip was dinged in by a wheel rim.
I’m telling you, these SRF cars are
VERY strong!
I also found out that the man that hit
me was a 76 year-old semi-retired
financier having a late-life crisis. Mark
and I had spoken with him, his son and
grandson the day before explaining
that my only mission of the weekend
was to give Kevin his car back without
a scratch, making his collision with
me even more aggravating. When we
looked over to his paddock area, his
car was packed in his trailer and no one
was to be found.
I decided not to raise any further issue
or file any grievances over this, but
truly intended to talk to the fellow
that maliciously blocked me for the
last three laps. Kevin knew this man
well and assured, “he’s a nice guy.”
Nice guy or not, on the track he was
a menace. I also knew that I would be
starting Sunday’s main race right next
to him. Mr. Nice Guy is an “arrive and
drive” racer from Connecticut, and
someone that Kevin has raced with for
a few years.
Meanwhile, Kevin was having a blast
in his FE car, taking the morning pole
position on his first laps in this car on
this track, only the second weekend
he’d ever been in this car (He also won
his first race at NHMS in the FE just 3
weeks prior!). He started his qualifying
race from pole and finished there with
five other FE racers scratching their
heads.
Sunday morning started great with a
visit and apology from the fellow that
hit me. He admitted that he thought
he was much faster than he was and
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was sorry that he caused damage to
my racecar. He was glad when Kevin
assured him the damage was minimal
and we looked forward to the day’s 12lap race.
As he was preparing to leave, Mr. Nice
Guy pulled up in his truck and asked
if that was me driving the bright green
racecar. I assured him it was and his
first real statement was, “Another lap
and you’d have had me. You were a
lot faster and coming on strong.” I
reserved my emotions as I knew for
sure now that I’d be starting the main
race in a couple hours on his left side
and it would take nothing for him to
crowd me into the wall at the start.
As he drove away after some more
small talk, the old fellow said to me,
“I’m impressed with you, I thought for
sure you would pull him out of that
window and pound him a couple.” That
isn’t my style. He had witnessed first
hand from behind me the erratic driving
and wasn’t impressed himself. The race
would start in less than 2 hours.
About an hour later, the skies loomed
black and being Watkins Glen, the
inevitable rainstorm began pouring
within minutes. Team Treffeisen and
I discussed options, standing in the
trailer watching it rain. The decision
was mine and it was really easy on
one hand, yet the hardest thing to do
– not race. The rain tires were “iffy,”
the weather teeming rain on a poor wet
track surrounded by racers that have
already proven themselves less than
trustworthy.
For the very first time in my life, I
posted a DNS (Did Not Start). It was
a pretty sad time for me, but thankfully
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proved to be the best decision as the race was treacherous and took an hour to
complete the twelve laps in torrential downpours and thick fog. Even the frontrunners were not happy about racing in the monsoon and one unlucky mid-pack
car was missing both front and tail clips.
Just after lunch the rain subsided finally and Kevin’s FE race was dry. Starting
from pole, Kevin dropped back a couple positions early only to gain them back
and keep the lead on the very last lap. Overall the weekend was great and we all
accomplished what we wanted. My race was signed off and my license now on
the way back to me.
That leads me to the last weekend in July. The plans were easy and made back in
the spring to attend the Sterling Renaissance Festival. Brenda had gathered period
correct outfits for all five of us to wear [I’m picturing Brad in green tights
and it’s not a pretty thing... Ed.]. The three hour trip there, a great and
full day at the festival and three hour trip home finished off the most amazing July
I have ever lived through. I now feel like I need a vacation from all our vacations
in July!								
RL

Good helmet graphics are a must; Photo courtesy of the author
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CNY PCA at Eurocar 2010 By Dick Jeffers
On Father’s Day, June 20, 2010, the MG Car Club of Central New York presented
their ninth annual Eurocar show on the grounds of Lorenzo State Park in Cazenovia,
NY. Porsche was the featured marque, and CNY PCA was a “gold level” sponsor.
A show record of 225 European cars and 9 motorbikes were arranged on the lawn
in 43 judging classes. The cars on display ranged from a pristine 1927 Bugatti
type 37A grand prix car to a 2010 Porsche GT3 RS. CNY PCA members provided
the majority of the 21 Porsches on display and were evident among the many
spectators. The winners in the three classes in which Porsches were judged are
listed below. Special congratulations go to class winters from the CNY, Mark
Schultz, Dave Prince, and Marc Malfitano, and to Bruce Parker who received
“People’s Choice” with his, literally, just completed 356. It was also Bruce’s first
ever car show!
The MG Car Club greatly appreciated the assistance of the following CNY PCA
members who volunteered to help make the event a success: Rich Ertinger (show
field parking), Sue Penny (memorabilia display), Chuck Gladle, Norm Turbee,
Colin Penny and Dick Jeffers (Judging).
Class 23a
1st place-Mark Schultz		
2nd place-Bruce Parker		
3rd place-Geary Miller		

1961 356B Cabriolet
1964 356 Coupe
1954 356 Cabriolet

Class 23b
1st place-Dave Prince		
2nd place -Ken Souser		
3rd place-Rich Ertinger		

1987 911 Carrera Targa
1985 911
1988 928 S4

Class 36b
1st place-Marc Malfitano		
2nd place-Jeanette Malfitano
3rd place-Jeff Kmetz		

2010 GT3 RS
2004 911 Turbo
2003 911 C4S

See Related Photos on the next page...
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Mark Schultz and his 1961 356B Cabriolet won Class 23a at
the 2010 Eurocar in Cazenovia on June 20; Photo courtesy of
Dick Jeffers

Bruce Parker’s 1964 356 Coupe took second place in
Class and won People’s Choice at the 2010 Eurocar in
Cazenovia on June 20; Photo courtesy of Dick Jeffers
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Green Acres or A Day At The Farm By Melissa Miller
I have been a member of the Charity Committee since its inception. I developed
the Charter to which the Committee lives by. Nowhere in there did I see anything
about manual labor!
On a beautiful, warm summer day on July 25th a dozen Porsche members met in
Lafayette and drove to this year’s Charity recipient, Matthew 25 Farm. The farm
is located in Vesper and is run by Jeff Esmark and his wife. All the work that takes
place there is done by volunteers, both the planting and harvesting.
Before I tell you about our day, let me tell you a little about the Farm. As taken
from their website:
“On January 1st of 2009 the Matthew 25 Farm project was formed. At the time
there were pleas from food pantries and good-will organizations for donations
of more food. This was due in part to a substantial increase in the number of
people who were in need and utilizing these support systems. Also, it was due
to a decline in the number of donations given to these organizations. It became
evident that a new source of food was needed by the current system so that no
Central New Yorker was left without their basic needs. We realized that we could
not provide for every short-coming of the system, so we followed the passion that
had been planted in our hearts and decided to grow food for those in need and
give it all away to them.”
Their mission is to ensure that no Central New Yorker, who is unable to completely
provide for himself, will go without fresh food. They fulfill this mission in two
ways. First, by growing food and giving it to those in need through local food
pantries. And second, by teaching the community how to grow and store their
own food.
The farm is run by a Board of Trustees which is made up of members of the
Church as well as the local community. Our own CNYer, Gary Gates, serves on
the board. It was through Gary that we learned about their cause and subsequently
chose the Farm, from among several potentials, as our Charity for the next two
years.
When we arrived, around 10:30 in the morning, we (of course) had to pose
for a photo shoot. Then we made the trek to the fields. Our task for the day
was to harvest green and yellow beans. We were given a quick lesson on how
to determine ripeness as well as to be on the lookout for thistle plants – nasty
things with stickers. With two buckets in hand, one to sit on and one to place the
beans in, we were off. Some took the work more seriously than other (Chuck, I
wouldn’t tell everyone you stuck green beans in your ears and up your nose!). We
all worked diligently for about 2 hours picking beans. We quit around noon and
loaded our bounty onto the wagon.
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We went to the Church for a lunch of sandwiches and salads in the cool basement.
While we were eating, one of the workers was busy weighing our harvest. To our
complete amazement we had harvested 567 pounds of beans! After lunch, we
helped package up the beans, all 567 pounds, as they were bring picked up by a
local church on the north side of Syracuse for distribution that afternoon!
Working at The Farm is truly a gratifying experience in which everyone should
partake. The feeling of tiredness from performing manual labor as well as elation
in seeing what a few hours can do. Knowing you are helping others is truly a
humbling experience. [I feel that way with every Redline. Ed.]
We will be harvesting again I am sure. For those of you that could not make it,
when we set another date be sure to come along. The Farm is always looking for
people to harvest – take the short drive anytime and lend a helping hand. They
are looking to expand the Farm in the near future. Visit their website at www.
matthew25farm.org to learn more about them as well as the events they have
upcoming.
A framer I am not, not even a gardener. If I can do it – anyone can. Even Brian’s
5-year old grandson did!

The Harvest or what 567 pounds of beans looks like.
From L-->R: Chris White, David White, Cathie White, Noah
Daley, Sue Penny. Second Row: Brian Daley, Joyce Gladle, Jeff
Esmark, Vivian Shea, Dick Shea, Gary Gates, Colin Penny. Photo
courtesy of Melissa Miller
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CNY-PCA Autocross By Wayne Kunkel
The turnout on August 1st was quite good with a number of new people as well as
regulars turning out to dance with the Cone Heads at TC3 in Dryden. The oldest
car was a 1964 356SC driven by the Gladles and the newest was a 2007 Cayman
S driven by Mike Kerker of Oswego. When Mike and I talked he said that this was
the first autocross for him since the 1970s. Mike got faster as the day went on and
the last 40 years of rust just seemed to disappear.
Steve Lerman and I have configured the course at TC3 for the last 3 summers and
have always confined it to one lot. We figured out a way to transition from the
lower lot to the middle lot at a low speed and thus used two of the TC3 lots for one
run. Nothing like a foot of granite in the shape of a curb to gain a little respect!
The course design proved to be safe and yours truly was overruled by our safety
oriented President as to the location of the timing table. It all worked out well and
the course was up and running by 10:15.
Things flowed rather well and the limiting factor was the timers (timing committee).
You know my position on this subject and after 3 years at TC3 perhaps we have
enough autocross money to move into the electronic age. Some of the classes
were decided by a tenth of a second. Perhaps the membership will decide to also
buy a few more pylons as we used everyone that we have.
We also kept the course open for awhile after we did 4 runs so that members could
do some fun runs. This was well received by some onlookers who turned out to be
PCA members whose cars were out for repair.
In the last issue of The Redline, the unanswered question was the pronounced
oversteer on my 944. I disconnected the rear sway bar and it felt great at the 48
Hours of the Glen. That style of driving did not induce severe oversteer; it was
the Cone Head maneuvers that got the rear end dancing. It is now 75% better and
I think that the rest of the answer is the limited slip differential. I seem to have
found a N/A (normally aspirated) LSD differential in California. The freight will
be almost as much as the part!
Kudos to Steve and John Hajny for all the help setting up and timing at the event.
There were others who rotated in and out of the timing committee while Steve and
I ran our cars. Thanks to Jim V., Bill Dawson, Joyce, Art Vanore, and Chuck G.
With all the pylons in the 944 I decided that changing onto the R-compound tires
was not going to happen. Therefore I had a severe handicap running for FTD.
The hot shoes were Steve Lerman with a 46.80 and John Hajny with a 46.87 (high
turbo gearing). Bill Dawson did a 45.22 but hit a pylon so that became a 47.22.
The Gladles battled back and forth but Chuck was the winner of the bathtubs with
a 53.6. Joyce was 0.1 behind him. Now can I have some timers?
Some clarification of Porsche classification might be due, especially the C Stock
class where a lot of members ended up:
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356 Carrera (4-cam)
911 (non-turbo, NOC ) not 997,996,or 993
911 Club Sport
914 (all)
928 (all)
944 (16v) 944S
944 Turbo (all)
968
Boxster (986 chassis, non-S) (1997-2004)
Carrera 2 & Carrera 4 (964 chassis)

Name		

Car

TC3 CONEHEADS EVENT
August 11, 2010
Class #1
#2
#3

Bill Dawson
911SC
Mike Kerker
Cayman S
Steve Lerman
911
Jim Vannordstrand Boxster
Andrew Lee
944S
Joe Watson
911SC
Tim Schwender 911S
Russ Ruthig
Boxster
Wayne Kunkel 944 N/A
Ben Watson
944 N/A
Art Vanore
944
Chuck Gladle
356
Joyce Gladle
356
John Hajny
944 T
B. Raymondi
Ben Dawson
Paul Kerest

Subaru
Pontiac
Cobra

1. Steve Lerman		
2. John Hajny		
3. Bill Dawson		
4. Wayne Kunkel		
5. Jim Van Nordstrand

ASP
A/S
C/S
C/S
C/S
C/S
C/S
C/S
E/S
E/S
E/S
H/S
H/S
B/P

DNF
52.7
48.47
51.5
59.2
54.6
O.C.
O.C.
53.5
52.6
58.1
O.C
O.C.
47.00

47.4
50.00
47.3
51.0
53.5
52.9
53.6
O.C.
51.9
O.C.
54.95
53.6
1.00
46.87

47.4
49.75
48.22
49.9
50.7
52.0
52.5
52.9
50.0
50.1
54.2
1.11
55.5
52.8

NON-PORSCHE ENTRIES
B/S O.C.
52.3
52.4
G/S O.C.
51.3
53.4
E/M 52.7
47.2
46.25

#4

RTP*
Time

47.22(1) 41.128
48.9
47.760
46.80 39.696
49.4
41.496
51.7
42.588
50.9
42.756
56.4(1) 44.10
53.0
44.436
50.1
41.45
52.2(2) 41.53
55.6(1) 44.931
54.4
43.0408
53.7
43.121
47.7
41.011
49.5(5) 41.926
57.0
41.614
47.6 (1) 41.948

FASTEST RTP* TIMES
39.696
41.011
41.128
41.45
41.496

*RTP: Racers Theoretical Performance
Numbers in parentheses ( ) indicate # of cones knocked down
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Bill Dawson and his 993 at the August 1 AutoX in Dryden. Photo
courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.

John Hajny and his 944 at the August 1 AutoX in Dryden. Photo
courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.
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And now a word from our sponsors...
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CNY PCA Donates to the International Motor Racing
Research Center By Joyce Gladle
In the event that you have never been there, the automotive world has a fantastic
asset just a few miles south of us in the Village of Watkins Glen. The Center is
dedicated to collecting, preserving and presenting the heritage of motor sport.
As stated by the Center:
“The mission of the International Motor Racing Research Center at Watkins
Glen is to be the world-class leader in the collection of materials representing
the documentary heritage of amateur and professional motor racing, highlighting
Sports Car, Formula 1, NASCAR, and vintage and Historic racing. The Research
Center maintains archives for the personal papers of drivers, journalists and
authors; rare books, serial publications, and reference books pertaining to drivers,
cars, races and the history of motor racing; the historical records and newsletters
of clubs and motor racing teams and corporations; and historical photographs,
movie films, videos, oral histories, and memorabilia. Operating according to
professional archival standards of preservation and bibliographic cataloguing, the
Research Center is open to all for primary research, offers extensive reference
and other public services, and makes the wealth of gathered information available
worldwide through computer technology.”
As a CNY officer, I have long felt that CNY PCA should donate to the Center.
Given our charity policy it seemed unlikely. However, at last year’s Annual
Meeting, we came upon a windfall. Brad Brooks donated a unique and handsome,
automotive-themed lamp to CNY to raffle that evening. That generous gesture
and the lamp’s purchase made it possible for us to participate in the Research
Center’s “Memory Brick and Block” program.
CNY PCA recently donated $200 to the International Motor Racing Research
Center. Our brick was engraved and installed in the walkway of the main entrance
leading into the Center. These bricks welcome visitors to the Center and confirm
CNY PCA’s dedication to the automotive sport. Our sincere thanks to Brad
Brooks for his artwork and his donation to CNY PCA.
When you are down that way or just want to spend an interesting morning or
afternoon, do visit the Research Center. There is so much to take in that you
wouldn’t be bored in a month’s time. They have changing exhibits, speakers and
on-going presentations. Check it out on their web site at www.racingarchives.
org.
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CNY PCA Brick at the International Motor Racing Research Center
in Watkins Glen; Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle

Insure your home & car with
Allstate, and I can help you save
on both policies. Call me today.

866-232-7664

BRIAN P DALEY, RFC
89 GRANT AVENUE
AUBURN
BrianDaley@allstate.com

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications. Discount amount may be
lower.Allstate Property and Casualty Insurance Company: Northbrook, IL. © 2007 Allstate Insurance Company
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Zone 1 and National News

U.S. Vintage Grand Prix at Watkins Glen
PORSCHE CORRAL
Hosted by: Niagara Region PCA

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Niagara Region is hosting a PORSCHE CORRAL during the
U.S. Vintage Grand Prix at Watkins Glen September 10-12, 2010.

$75 per person includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend General Admission with Grandstand, Paddock, &
Garage Access
Track-side Hospitality Tent access
Preferred Porsche Corral parking adjacent to Hospitality Tent
Snacks & drinks all day Sat/Sun
Catered lunch Sat/Sun
Paced laps on the track in your own car
Children 12 and under FREE with paid adult

For additional info regarding this event email
		
President@NiagaraPCA.org

Registration now open at www.ClubRegistration.net
The 2010 Watkins Glen racing season will close with the traditional season
finale -- the U.S. Vintage Grand Prix, September 10-12. This event celebrates
racing’s history and continues to be the largest vintage racing event in the
country featuring historic cars of the past from as far back as the 1930’s and is
held in conjunction with the Grand Prix Festival in the Village of Watkins Glen.

Friday Grand Prix Festival information: www.grandprixfestival.com
Saturday & Sunday SVRA race info and schedule www.svra.com/SVRA/

SVRAHome.nsf/weblinks/EJEN-7Z4LRP?OpenDocument
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AutoX Co-Chair Steve Lehrman drives his 911 at the August 1
AutoX in Dryden. Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel.
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In the early morning sunshine at the 48 Hours, a 356 emerges...;
Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski

The traditional noon-time gathering at the 48 Hours (or any DE
event); Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski
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“No, Jack, what I clearly said was that you’ve got your head
up your dash!”; Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski

No, it isn’t the 48 Hours, but it sure seemed like it. Thak and
Skip on the Bourbon Trail in Kentucky. Photo courtesy of Thak
Chaloemtiarana
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I Love a Parade – Most of the Time By Chuck Gladle
As June ended Joyce and I along with other CNY members attended the 55th Porsche
Parade in St. Charles, Illinois. Mike Dailey & Danielle Salley, Sally Jameson &
Jimmy James and the Rush Pond family were in attendance at the Pheasant Run
Resort. With over 600 cars and including more then 1,500 individuals we did in
fact have one heck of a good time.
You can be proud of the accomplishments of your Region partners. Mike and
Danielle made something out of the rally directions and finished second in the
navigational assist class and we can all be proud of that accomplishment. The
silver fox, the trophy, was utilized in a unique way by Danielle. She used it as a
piece of neck jewelry, however, because of it’s size and weight has necessitated
work with a chiropractor because of her rounded shoulders and severe back pain.
By the way, when it comes to golf, get out of their way. This duo and their
teammates took first overall in the Parade golf tournament establishing that they
are a twosome to be reckoned with when it comes to the game of golf. While
I consider golf a good walk... ruined, Mike and Danielle were the ones who
“walked the walk and talked the talk.” Congratulations to both. Mike also took
first place in the radio-controlled boat race at the lagoon on the premises. Cheers
for Captain Bligh.
Rush Pond was in a monster class of Boxters in the autocross and brought his car
in for a second place trophy. That, my friends, was some accomplishment and
we can all congratulate Rush on one great effort. Rush Pond’s son was a winner
as well.
No spoiled eggs here but I must say that some things went down on the negative
side for Joyce and me. First, the Concours D’ Elegence was a virtual reversal of
the judging standards of the previous parade in Colorado. While I can understand
the finishing order I have a tough time with the judge’s mental absence in not
allowing enough clout for originality, mileage on the odometer and miles driven
to the parade. We DRIVE our Porsches. Some will always treat them as garage
queens but we do not. We consider our 911 an exceptionally well maintained and
preserved example of the Porsche marque. We were one place out of the trophies
and I can live with that. Yet I wish the standards of judging will some day be
locked in place and remain so.
The rally was a farce as over 60% of the entrants either quit or maxed out four
or more legs of the event. As I truly cannot tell one cornfield from another, they
were, however, plentiful and we saw them all. Why even the gimmick rally had
similar problems, but I guess all you can say is “a plague on the house of the rally
masters!”
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I ruined my own chances and that of
Joyce in the autocross. With the help
of Michelin, Joyce was cheated from a
first in class that she lost by less then
1/10th of a second. You see when Joyce
won a set of Michelin ties at last year’s
parade I was elated. However, the only
15” tires in the line up was the Pilot A/S
(All Season) and the grip left something
to be desired. The harder I pushed the
harder my front end pushed out. By the
way Joyce beat me by nearly 3/10s of a
second. Women rule!
The Historical-Technical quiz was a
hoot and very hard to boot. I finished
near the bottom of the men’s 928 quiz
but Joyce was first in the ladies 356
test. All hail the Queen as she won her
first place golden fox trophy. The fox is
the symbol of the trophies for this year
and they were quite beautiful mounted
on a black base and prized by all who
took one home. Joyce took the effort in
hand to have her trophy signed by Hans
Peter Porsche.
The weather was hot and rain free
except for the evening of the rally
awards banquet. Did I say the weather
was hot? It was hotter then blue blazes.
The humidity numbers nearly matched
the 90+ degree temperatures every day.
Fortunately the concourse prep was
indoors and that was some relief.

worked well, being price conscious as
I am, and the quality and the quantity
were sufficient.
Speaking of rooms we were in the glass
tower and the rooms were comfortable.
We liked the accommodations. This
facility had it all and many Porsche
people took advantage of every feature
offered by Pheasant Run. I should
add that parking and security was
excellent.
All in all the 55th Parade was fun and
Joyce and I hope that we can get to see
more of you at this truly great traditional
annual event. “We love a PARADE!”
While Joyce and I have now attended 19
Porsche Parades I believe that Sally and
Jimmy are right behind us and closing
in fast. I know that Mike and Danielle
were first timers and that may also be
true of the Ponds. For those of you
who have not attended a PCA Parade
I implore you to do so. Next year the
Parade will be in Savannah, Georgia
and that spells wonderful sights, quaint
homes, history and the standard bill
affair of Parade events. Between the
events, the technical programs and
renewing old friendships as well as
making new friends, a Porsche Parade
offers the attendee so very much. It
is these kind of things that makes us
“Love a Parade.”			
RL

The banquets were crowded and
the food covered the range from
commercially acceptable to exquisite
elegant gourmet attractions. The drinks
were overpriced and light on quantity
and quality. We chose to follow the
Jean Noroski formula for all such
events: We had our own liquor, wine,
beer and snacks in our own room. That
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Chuck & Joyce Gladle at the 2010 Parade with Hans Peter Porsche;
Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle

“Does this wing make my butt look too big?” Porsche GT3R Hybrid
at the 2010 Parade; Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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Die 2010 CNY, Zone 1, & PCA Kalender
SEPTEMBER
10-12 “Gathering of the Faithful” - Vintage Weekend at
Watkins Glen
10-12 Porsche Corral - Vintage Weekend at Watkins Glen
OCTOBER
3
CNY Fall Rally
15-17 CNY Fall Tour
TBA Cantech Automotive Tech Session
NOVEMBER
20
Annual Business Meeting
DECEMBER
12
CNY Holiday Party at Steve & Connie Turco’s
CNY PCA FALL RALLY – OCTOBER 3, 2010
Once again this year, Sallie Jameson has put together a fun rally through the
scenic roads of Central New York for our driving enjoyment. Nothing tricky to
get you lost, just straight-forward rally directions designed to take you on some
fun roads so you can enjoy the beautiful fall scenery and weather while driving
your Porsche.
We will gather at the end of the rally for our usual Porsche chatter, refreshments
and official announcements of how well we did. Come out and join us!! This
could be one of the last good drives of 2010.
WHEN:

Sunday, October 3, 2010
12:00 PM - Drivers’ Meeting
12:30 PM - First Car Off

WHERE:

Avicolli’s Restaurant
7839 Oswego Road (Route 57),
Liverpool, New York

DIRECTIONS:

NYS Thruway to Exit 38. Go North on Route 57 for 3
miles. Avicolli’s Restaurant is on the left.

COST:

$10.00 per car.
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OUR HAWK’S NEST FALL TOUR IS FILLING UP
By Chuck Gladle

This is a reminder to all who have not yet registered for the 2010 CNY PCA
Fall Tour to “get on it.” Registrations are coming in and you don’t want to miss
this one! This is shaping up to be a HUMDINGER of a trip. Great driving, a
fantastic headquarters resort and a first class line up of events to entertain and
amuse everyone. As this event has grown in popularity year after year, so has the
field of entrants. We will again limit the tour participation to 60 cars. We have
reserved new, at the Woodloch Resort property to accommodate approximately
120 members. PCA members from other regions, who have joined with us in the
past, again want to attend our tour to Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains.
Talk it over and send in your reservation ASAP. Details are elsewhere in this issue
of The Redline and also on our web site, http://www.cnypca.org. If you have
questions, please email our President and tour director Joyce Gladle at gladleja@
aol.com.
This CNY – PCA fall tour will raise the bar for quality, economy and activities.
Act now and get your reservation in today.

Approaching an intersection during the 2009 CNY PCA Fall Tour
to Lake Placid; Photo courtesy of Ken Souser
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2010 CNY PCA FALL TOUR
Have we got a treat in store for you! This year’s Fall Tour will take us to the
northern Pocono Mountains--to the Woodloch Resort on Lake Teedyuskung to be
exact. This is a first-class resort with more amenities than we could take advantage
of in a week. From Arts & Crafts to Wildlife and Nature Trails, Woodloch has
it all. An 18-hole, championship golf course, boating, beach, racquetball, indoor
and outdoor shooting range, spa, sauna, pools, you name it—they have it!
On the way home from the Zone 1 Tech Tactics in Danbury, CT, Jean and Bill
Noroski and Chuck and I had to pleasure of checking out the facility. We were
delighted with what we found. We just know this is going to be one of the best
Fall Tours ever.
It will be a little different, however. Our lodging arrangements will be in “guest
homes” at Woodloch Springs. Each home is fully equipped with all the amenities
of—well, home! Each house has 3–5 bedrooms, each bedroom with its own bath.
All our houses are together on a cul-de-sac and back up to the 14th hole of the golf
course. They even have a garage. Lodging registration will be set up so that you
can request a house to share with a particular couple or couples or the Resort will
do that for you.
Our weekend schedule will be a bit different also. We will tour down on Friday
as usual. We will wind our way through the Catskill Mountains. We will have
our usual Friday Evening Welcome Party, probably with more frivolity than
usual because we just know you are all going to love this property. On Saturday
morning we will tour to a spectacular site know as the Hawk’s Nest, then back to
the resort for lunch. The afternoon will be free of planned activity so that we can
all take advantage of the Resort amenities.
Our Saturday evening banquet will be capped off by a Las Vegas-type musical
review in the Heritage Nightclub. Sunday morning we will gather for our group
picture and have more time to “play” at the resort.
The dates are October 15-17 so mark your calendars. You really don’t want to
miss this one! Some of us are already planning to go early to golf or stay a few
extra days to enjoy all the Resort has to offer. CNY registration and Woodloch
reservation information are on the following pages in this issue of Redline.
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DINING ARRANGEMENTS
Our meals will be served at the beautiful Woodloch Golf Course Club House, approximately 1/4 mile from the homes. Saturday
evening’s entertainment will be in the Woodloch Resort Heritage Night Club. The review “Night Clubs of the World” will be performed
for our enjoyment. Jackets are preferred attire for gentlemen.

LODGING ARRANGEMENTS
Our destination this year is the Woodloch Pines Inn & Resort in Hawley, PA, located in the northern Poconos. We will be staying in
the Woodloch Springs Guest Homes. Each home is beautifully decorated and has 3 to 5 bedrooms. Each bedroom has its own private
bath—a virtual mini-suite. Our guests within each home will share a full living room, dining room and kitchen with all the amenities.
All of the PCA homes are together on a cul-de-sac, overlooking the award-winning Woodloch Springs Golf Course.

FRIDAY LUNCH
We will have a lunch stop during the Friday Tour to the Poconos. Each person will be responsible for the cost of their own lunch.
Location is to be announced.

Please make checks payable to “CNY PCA.” Send Registration Form and Fee to:
Joyce Gladle, 5280 County Road 11, Rushville, NY 14544

Registration (per person) is $10.00. Number attending: ______ @ $10.00 ______________

Porsche you will be driving: Model:________________________ Year:___________ Color: _______________________________

E-mail address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Name(s) of Attendee(s) _______________________________________________________________________________________

THE HAWK’S NEST
CNY PCA 2010 FALL TOUR
Registration
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$367.00 per couple, based on double occupancy
$298.50 per person, based on single occupancy
(Plus 6% Pennsylvania State Tax, 3% County Room Tax and 15% Service Fee.)

This property is exceptional. We think this is going to be one of our best ever Fall Tours. Please plan to join us for a weekend of Porsche
fun and camaraderie!

Many of our members are planning to stay an extra day or two. The resort will gladly make those arrangements for you. Additional night’s
lodging cost is $115.00 per room, per night.

You may request to share a house with friends. The Resort will do its best to accommodate your wishes. When you call to make your
reservation, simply let them know with whom you would like to share a house. Remember, houses have 3 to 5 bedrooms each. If you do
not have a preference, the Resort will make your arrangements.

HOTEL REGISTRATION
To reserve your room, call 1-800-453-8263 and request lodging with “Porsche Club October Event,” October 15-17. Reservation deadline
is September 1, 2010. A $100.00 deposit is required when you make your reservation.

Weekend package cost:

Golfers: There is a charge for greens fees. Also, please note that Country Club attire is required on the course: collared shirts, golf pants
or shorts and soft spikes. No jeans, cut offs, halter tops, etc..

WEEKEND PACKAGE
The weekend package includes 2 nights lodging, breakfast Saturday and Sunday, cook-out lunch on Saturday after our morning tour,
Saturday evening banquet followed by a night club review (jackets preferred for the gentlemen), and the use of all Resort facilities—
literally too many to list. Please go to www.WOODLOCH.com to view the many recreational opportunities. We will have Saturday
afternoon free to explore this vast facility and take advantage of the myriad of activities.

Rush Pond (He’s the one on the right) receives a second place award
in the Boxster Class at the 2010 Parade Autocross competition;
Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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The Redline Market

The Redline Market is a free service for PCA members. Ads run for two issues.
A $10 fee is required to continue the ad an additional two issues. A $10 fee/issue
is also required for all non-Porsche related ads or for ads placed by non-PCA
members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted before the 10th of the month
preceding the issue’s publication. The maximum length is 50 words and all sales
ads must include an asking price(s). Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o
Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd., Ithaca, NY 14850 or testut@ithaca.edu
FOR SALE: Four ATS Cookie Cutter rims, 7Jx15, 23mm offset, Part #911361023.
Comes with matching black/colored center caps. Good condition. $250. Contact
Colin Penny 607-757-0282 or mailto:cpenny@stny.rr.com
FOR SALE:1986 Porsche 944turbo track/street car. Wide, ringfire, head gasket,
timing belt, rod bearings, baffled oil pan, Huntly chip, air/fuel meter, clutch,
recent, low mileage limited slip, 993 brakes, upgraded rear torsion bars, front
struts, front springs, charlie arms, caster blocks, big sway bars, autopower cage,
adjustable Recaros, $10,500 315-527-1221
FOR SALE: 1986 Porsche 928S. Black with gray racing stripes. Black leather
interior, 5-liter V8, 4-speed automatic, 90K miles. Very clean and well kept. New
timing belt, water pump, ROH Performance wheels, Toyo PROXES4 tires. Stock
wheels included. $15,000. For pictures contact stevepickett7@gmail.com 607433-1869 Steven Pickett, Oneonta, NY
FOR SALE: 2000 Boxster S: Black on black with stock and aftermarket exhaust.
New front rotors and pads. 3000 miles on new Michelins. 18000miles. Kept in
heated garage. Cover and bra. Making room for new project. $19000. 315-5271221 mailto:awickline23@verizon.net (1)
FOR FREE: Panasonic Portable CD player that has an adapter for a car tape
deck. Can also be used with headphone if you are IPod impaired. Perfect for older
Porsches from the pre-CD player era! Call Cathy Alberson Caalberson@aol.com
315-635-6920
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CNY’s own centerfold, Jack Vasina, models official CNYPCA Clothing available from Hackerthreads.com http://www.
hackerthreads.com/items.asp?Cc=CNYPCA&CatMoveby=0&Nbm=&
Pbm=&FromNav= There are several styles from which to choose;
Photo courtesy of Jack Vasina
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NICK ORSO’S
BODY SHOP AND SERVICE CENTER

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 WEST GENESEE STREET

syRACUSE, nEW yORK 13204
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
alignment and suspension repair
SUBSTITUTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
tOLL FREE 24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING
see www.nitrofillnow.com for details
Free nick orso auto club memebership!!!

visit us on the web
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
nickorso@gmail.com
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c/o Skip Testut, Editor
873 Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
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